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2 Claims. (C. 19-290) if 
,The object of the invention is to provide an are included both in the guide and traction rails ..“ ”’? .? 

electric tailway in which the propulsion means these blocks being indicated on the drawings 
????????????????????? is of Such form as to exert a constant pull on the by the reference characters A, B, C, D ... H, J, K 
... car just in advance of the latter; to provide a . . . W, W, X, Y, Z. The winding 2 is divided - 

propulsion means which omits any mechanically into Zones, each corresponding to a block, 5 
movable parts other than the car itself, so that the ZOne A being coupled to the zone B through 
the latter may be advanced at a great rate of the circuit control devices a-d', the B zone be 
Speed; to provide a construction of the kind indi- ing coupled to the C zone similarly through 
cated in which the propelling force is automaticai - the circuit control devices b-b', and so on through 

10 y regulated to vary its relation to the car, in Similarly identified circuit control devices down 10 
order that the latter may be brought to a stop at to the final or terminal Zone Z. Each of the cir 
a predetermined station or point; and generally Cuit control devices b, c, d, h, j, k, v, D, ac and y 
to provide a construction which is composed of a comprises a magnet 22 and a spring retracted 
minimum number of moving parts, thus reducing arnature 23 adapted to bridge a pair of spaced 

15 to a minimum the number of elements subject to contacts when the armature is attracted and simi- 5 
Wear by reason of relative novenient. larly to bridge a corresponding pair of spaced 
With this object in view, the invention consists contacts when it is retracted by its spring. Each 

in a construction and combination of parts of arnature 23 embodies a bridging member 25 
which a preferred embodiment is illustrated in closing a pair of spaced contacts when the arma 

20 the accompanying drawings but to which em- ture is retracted, the bridging or circuit closing 20 
bodiment the invention is not to be restricted. element 24 being insulated fron the armature 23 
Continued use in practice may dictate certain. On which it is carried. The circuit control device 
changes or alterations and the right is claimed to a comprises a magnet 25 and associated spring 
make any which fall within the scope of the an- retracted arnature 26, the latter bridging a pair 

??? 

5 

4 nexed claims. of Spaced contacts when it is attracted by the 25 
wr~ In the drawings: iinagnet and ainother pair of opositely disposed 

Figure it is a view partly in elevation and part- Spaced contacts when it is retracted. This arma 
ly in section of a railway constructed in accord- ture differs from the armatures 23 in omitting the 
ance with the invention. bridging plate or circuit closing element 24. The 

??????? 30 Figure 2 is a sectional view on the plane indi- circuit control devices a, b, c, d, h, j', ic', v', w', 30 
. . . . cated by the line 2-2 of Figure 1. " . 3 and 2 comprise magnets 2 and Spring retracted 

Figures 3, 4 and 5 are diagrammatic views ill- arnatures 2S, the latter bridging spaced contacts 
lustrating respectively the starting, intermediate when attracted but being inactive insofar as any 
and terminal sections of the system embodying circuit closing function is concerned when re 

35 tile iayerticia. tracted by their 3.SSCciated Springs. 3? 
in carrying out the invention, the car en- While a singie energizing circuit for the coil 2 

ployed is of the monorail form, traversing a single and circuit control devices may be provided, it is 
traction rail which is engaged by the double desirable to use two energizing circuits, as indi 
flange supporting rollers 2 mounted on the under cated at 29 and 3), the latter constituting the en 
side of the body of the car. Upright position ergizing circuit for the control devices and hav- 40. 
of the car is maintained by reason of its top rollers ing its one side, for example, its positive side, 
is engaging the guide rail 5. Practical operation connected to the traction rail in each Separate 
of the system calls for the mounting of the rails block of the latter, the connection in the block 
: and 5 in a tube or conduit 6, which may be A being direct and the connection in the remain 
above or below ground but which throughout its ing blocks being through the magnets 2 of the 45 
length, is surrounded with a magnetizing coil. 2.- control devices a, b', c', d' and so on. The 
which, when energized, creates a pull on the car. magnet 25 of the control device a is connected 
to advance the latter along its rails. across the guide rail and the negative side of tile 

Interiorly the car is provided with a propulsion energizing circuit 30 but in the block A. The 
magnet 1, the winding 8 of which is electrically magnets 22 of the control devices b, c, d and so 50 
connected with the upper and lower rollers 4 on are connected across the guide rail and the 
and - 2, a control switch i9 being interposed in negative side of the circuit 3 and in the blocks 
the propulsion magnet circuit. B, C, TD and so on. If the raiis í and i 5 are 

- - - - The track is divided into a plurality of isolated bridged by a metallic medium, as they will be by 
blocks, by reason of the insulating joints 23 which the car aircuit, when in any one block, the circuit 53 
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the magnet of the control device 2 atti acts its 
armature and results in placing only the ZOne Z, 
of the winding 2 across the power circuit 9, 
current flowing over the conductor 52, through 
the arnature of the control device 2, over the 
conductor 53 and thence back to the negative side 
of the power circuit over the conductor 5s. The 
car will thus he retained in the 20re 2, for any 
tendency to pass beyond this point will result in a 
backward pull on the car from the center of at 
traction and the car will center itself in the 20te 
Z. This ZOne. Z ca?a pè deenergized after the Car 
has been brought to rest, by opening the SWitch 9 
on the car, which, breaking the circuit between 
the guide and traction rails, will deemergize the 
magnet of the control device g thus permitting 
the retraction of its arnature and the opening 
of the circuit on the Winding Cornprising the ZOile 
by breaking connection between the contacts 
With Winich the conducters 52 and 53 are con 
nected. 
The invention having been described, what is 

claimed as new and useful is: 
... An electric railway comprising a track coin 

posed of spaced rails, a car Spanning and traverS 
ing Saidi Irails, an energizing coil Conš?inillous 
throughout the length of and in Surrounding re 
lation to the track and in axial coincidence With 
the car, the track being divided into electrically 
isolated blocks, energizing means for the coil, 
circuit control elements interposed between the 

2,041,807 -- S 
energizing means and the coil and dividing the 
latter into Zones, Supplemental circuit control 
eieriaents electrically connected with saidi blocks, 
an electromagnetic propiision coil carried by said 
car and placed in circuit, with the Suppienental 
circuit control elements as the car advances from 
one block to another, said supplemental circuit 
control elements controlling the first said circuit 
control elements to maintain the center of at 
traction in said coil innediately in advance of 
Said Ca?. - ??? . ?? 

2. An electric railway comprising a track, a 
car traversing the track, a magnetizing coil in 
Surrounding relation to the track and in axial 
coincidence with the car, energizing in eans for the 
coil, and a piurality of Spaced circuit control 
elements interposed between the energizing 
means and the coil and dividing the latter into 
a plurality of magnietic Zones of constant length 
from the starting point to a point adjacent the 
terminus and of progressively decreasing ength 
fron said point to file terminus, said coinstant 
length Zones exceeding the length of the car aid 
the remaining Zones being of lengths less than 
that of the length of the car, the control ele 
ments being car actuated to imaintain the center 
of attraction in eaci. Succeeding Zone just ahead 
of the car, except in the fina Zone Where the 
center of attraction is in the Zone of the car. 
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